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Econometrica,Vol. 33, No. 1 (January,1965)

TWO-LEVEL PLANNING
BY J. KORNAIAND TH. LIPTAK
The planning task may originally be formulated as a single linear programming
problem of the maximizingtype. This overallcentralinformation(OCI) problemmay
be decomposedinto subproblemsthat can be solved by mutually independent"sectors," coordinatedby the "centre"throughhaving the latter allocate the resourcesto
the various sectors. The original OCI problem is then transformedinto a two-level
problem,in whichthe "centralproblem"is to evolvean allocationpatternwherethesum
of the maximalyields of the "sectorproblems"will be the greatest.
The solution of the two-level problem is achieved by setting up a game-theoretical
model. The playersare on the one hand the centre,on the otherthe team of sectors.The
strategiesof the centre are the feasible allocationpatterns,those of the sectors are the
feasibleshadowpricesystemsin the dualsof the sectorproblems.The payofffunctionis
the sum of the dual sector objectivefunctions.It is shown that if certainregularityconditions are satisfied,then the value of the polyhedralgame which has thus been defined
is the maximalyield of the OCI problem.In place of a directsolution of the polyhedral
game, a fictitiousplay of the game is undertaken.
The firstpart of the paperdiscussesa generalmodel, withinwhose scope the symbols
and definitions are presented and the mathematical theorems are proved. In the
secondpart, the resultsof the firstpart are appliedto a long-termmacroeconomicplanning model.
INTRODUCTION1

IN RECENTyears work has begun in Hungary on the application of mathematical

methods to the higher levels of planning. Experiments are proceeding in two
directions. One of these has been the use of mathematical programming in several
sectors of industry, to form a basis for their plans. The calculations-some of
which have been completed-use economic optimum criteria to deterniine the
most favourable program for the economic activities in the particular sector being
considered :' production, producers' utilization of capital, exports, imports,
investments, etc.
The other direction has been the use of input-output tables (static Leontief
models) in national planning.3 The National Planning Bureau now makes regular
use of the input-output matrix of the economy to check the inner coordination of
1 The authors first published the method treated in this paper in duplicatedform under the
aegis of the ComputingCentre of the HungarianAcademy of Sciences in May, 1962 [13], and,
with the additionof a revisedversionof the mathematicalpart, in October,1962 [17].
An earlierversionof this paper appearedin Hungarianin the Publicationsof the Mathematical
Instituteof the HungarianAcademy of Sciences [14]. A paper by Liptak [18] discussesa further
developedversion of the "generalmodel" treatedhere.
2 See [12].
3 Detailed informationon the use of input-outputtables in Hungaryis presentedin the material
of the scientificconferenceheld in Budapestin 1961; see [6].
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the annualand five-yearplans. This is the first mathematicaltool to have been
used in Hungaryfor the preparationof macroeconomicplans.It is, however,as is
generallyknown, not suitablefor optimizationand thus only useful in achieving
the correctproportionsamongsectors.
A surveyof the situationthus leads to the next logicalstep-the need to devise
proceduresthatwillpermitoptimization,butthis timefor the wholeof the national
economy. This need is frequentlyexpressedby the practicalplanners,and the
Hungarianscientificliteratureon the subjectcontainssuch proposals.The ideas
advancedso far have, however,not been able to overcomethe basic difficulties:
Either one sets up a highly aggregatedprogrammingmodel, in which case the
freedomof choiceis extremelynarrow,and the extentof aggregationandresulting
excessivesimplificationsendangerthe utility of the computedresults. Or else, if
one buildsa modellargeenoughto be free of thesedeficiencies,then not evenhighpower electroniccomputerswill be able to cope with the numericalsolution of
the problem.
The present researchproject has been aimed at decomposingthe large programmingscheme.Thisidea has appearedseveraltimesin the literatureof macroeconomicplanning-it is sufficientto refer to the work of Kantorowich[9], of
Frisch[5],andto the paperof Trzeciakowski[24].Therearemathematicalmethods
for the decompositionof linearprogrammingtasks of specialkinds, e.g., those in
the papers of Dantzig and Wolfe [3, 4], but it has been found that the known
proceduresdo not providesolutionsto this problem.Thus if the decomposition
procedureof Dantzig and Wolfe were applied to the concrete macroeconomic
model in hand, the "coordinatingprogram"would still be of such size as to be
unmanageablefor computingwith the usualprocesses(e.g., the simplexmethod).
Anotherapproachwas thereforeadopted.
The planningtask may originallybe formulatedas a singlelinearprogramming
problemof the maximizingtype,whosesize will be too greatfor the givencomputing facilities. This we shall henceforth call the over-all central informationproblem

(OCIproblem).The OCIproblemmaybe decomposedinto subproblemsthat can
be solvedby mutuallyindependent"sectors,"coordinatedby the "centre,"which
allocatesamong the sectors the limitationsprescribedin the OCI problem(the
resources,materials,and labour).The originalOCI problemis then transformed
in whichthe "centralproblem"is to evolvean allocation
into a two-levelproblem,
sum
of
the maximalyields of the "sectorproblems"will be
where
the
pattern
greatest.
Thesolutionof the two-levelproblemis achievedby settingupa game-theoretical
model. The playersare, on the one hand, the centre, on the other, the team of
sectors.Thestrategiesof the centrearethe feasibleallocationpatterns,those of the
sectorsthe feasibleshadowpricesystemsin the duals of the sectorproblems.The
payofffunctionis the sum of the dualsectorobjectivefunctions.It 1Sshownthat if
certainregularityconditionsare satisfied,then the value of the polyhedralgame
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which has thus been definedis the maximalyield of the OCI problem,and that
with the help of its optimalstrategies,the solution of the OCI problemcan be
obtained.
In placeof a directsolutionof the polyhedralgame,a fictitiousplay of the game
is undertaken.In the course of this, each sector separatelyevaluatesthe suitably
choseninitialallocationsof the centre(by meansof duallinearprogramming),
and
reportsback to the centre.The centre,applyinga certainprocedure,correspondingly modifiesits initial allocationsand sends down new directivesto the sectors,
which again evaluatethese, report back to the centre, and so on. The iteration
thus obtainedpermitsthe OCI problemto be solvedwith any requireddegreeof
accuracy,in the sense that a sufficientnumberof iterationswill lead to a feasible
OCIprogramwhoseyield will differfromthe maximumOCIyield by as smallan
amountas it is wishedto stipulate.Sinceplanningaccordingto this methodtakes
placealternatelyat two levels-the centreand the sectors-organicallyinterlinked
with one another, continuouslysupplementingand correctingeach other, the
authors have called their procedure two-level planning.

Actually,the inspirationfor the developmentof the allocationtechniqueof the
OCI problemand the iterativemethod of solutionwas derivedfrom the present
planningpracticein a Socialisteconomy.The methodto be describedis in some
degree an imitation of the usual course of planning. The National Planning
Bureau,actingon the basisof the requirementsof economicpoliciesand of general
informationabout the varioussectors,works out a preliminarydraftplan which
containsgeneraltargets(quotafigures)for the sectors.The centremakesa provisionaldistributionof the availableresources,material,manpower,etc. amongthe
sectors,and at the sametime also allocatestheir outputtargets.The sectorsthen
proceed,throughtheir own detailedcalculationsmade on the basis of their concrete conditions,to give "substance"to the quotasand to lend concretemeaning
to the centraltargets.In so doing,they also makerecommendations
for changesto
the PlanningBureau.Thisis whatis in economicusagecalled"counter-planning."
On the basis of the counter-plansthe National PlanningBureau modifiesits
originaltargetsand again sendsthem down to the sectors.The methodproposed
hereis an attemptto aid thisprocessof planningandcounter-planning
by meansof
objectivecriteria.
The procedurerecommendedalso simulatesthe usual practiceof planningin
anotherrespect. It repeatedlyhappensthat the centre gives the sectors certain
directivesand asks them to reporton the degreeof economicefficiencywithwhich
the task can be carriedout. The sectors expressthe efficiencyof their activities
throughvarious"indicesof economicefficiency,"whosestructureis prescribedby
the centre.The methodto be treatedincorporatesthis reporting-back
processin a
unifiedsystem,wherethe sectorsat each step reportback one type of economic
efficiencyindex-the shadowpricesderivedfromprogramming-to the centrefor
the evaluationof the directivesobtainedfrom there.
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Mention has been made of the fact that, in some sectors of industry, mathematical
programming methods are also being used to elaborate plans on the sector scale.
In these programming models certain directives received from the National
Planning Bureau-the output targets, manpower limitations, etc.-figure as
constants on the right-hand side of the constraints. These programs indeed suggest
that it ought to be worth while to compare the results of the sector programs and
utilize them to improve the directives and quotas derived from the national plan.
The function of the proposed process is to lend an organized form to such comparisons and the macroeconomic plan corrections based upon them, in fact to
link up organically the programming work done at the sector levels.
The first part of this paper discusses a general model, within whose scope the
symbols and definitions may be more easily presented and the mathematical
theorems more easily proved. Section 1.1 details the transformation of the OCI
program into a two-level one, while Section 1.2 expounds the latter's transformation into a polyhedral game and its iterative solution.4 These sections permit an
insight into how the method may be used for the solution of general linear programming problems; some questions which arise and an example are dealt with
briefly in Section 1.3. In the second part of the paper, the results of the first are
applied to the concrete model mentioned in the Introduction, i.e., to the problem
of long-term macroeconomic planning. Section 2.1 is a description of the model,
Section 2.2 presents the process of iteration, and Section 2.3 discusses some problems of economics arising in connection with the model.

1. THE GENERALMODEL

1.1. The transformationof the over-all central informationproblem into a two-level
problem
Let
(1.1)

Ax( b, x >0, c'x-+max!

and y'A kc', y >0, y'b-+min!

be the canonical forms5 of the primal and dual versions, respectively, in the OCI
problem of the general model. The primal variable of the OCI problem (the vector
x) is called the OCI program, the dual variable (the vector y) is the OCI shadow
price system. Let X denote the set of feasible OCI programs, and e* the set of
optimal OCI programs. Let 9/ be the set of feasible OCI shadow price systems and
4 The symbols used in these sections are as follows: Greek letters denote real numbers;small
Latin letters (except i and n) mean vectors; i, n, and N are positive integers;capital Latin letters
(except N) denote matrices. The prime is used for transposition.A vector (if not qualified)is
understoodto mean a columnvector. Scriptcharactersin capitalsare used to indicatesets.
5 The primal-dualversions of all linear programmingproblems can be transformedinto the
symmetricalform (1.1).
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ON*
the set of optimalOCIshadowpricesystems,6i.e.,
(1.2)

X*= {x*:x*e, c'x*=max c'x},

b, x >0},

X= {x:Ax

xer

(1.3)

C = {y:y'A > c', y >0},

OY
*={y *:yeC-, y*'b =min y'b} .
yew

Let it be assumedthat the OCI problemis solvable,i.e., that an optimalOCI
programexists: *#=.
It is knownthen that there also exists an optimalOCI
* . Moreover,the maximumvalue of the objective
shadow price system8: &=A
functionin the primalversion and the minimumvalue of the objectivefunction
in the dual versionare equal-their commonvalue is the optimum P of the OCI
problem:
(1.4)

max cx

min y'b=c'x*=y*'b=P

=

xeX

(x*EX, y*e-*)

y

The solvabilityof the OCI problemis incidentallyequivalentto the assumption
that there exists a feasible OCI programand also a feasibleOCI shadowprice
system,9i.e.,
(1.5)

. #

and

0Y#&.

Let
(1.6)

A =[Al,.

,

x= xl~ '

A.],

c'[cl,

... ., CIn

be the mutuallycorrespondingpartitioningof the matrixA, the OCI programx,
andthe OCIobjectivefunction-vectorc' in the primalversionof the OCIproblem.
Thenin placeof (1.1)the equivalentforms
Alxl+ ...+A
(1.7)

l
I

x">
nn?

c'x1+

..-.+c+x

y'Al
t

-*max!J

may be used.
If the sum of the vectors u,..

. .,

k'

j

>?C'

y'b2nmin!

f

un(of the same size as the bounding vector b) is

itselfb, i.e., if it satisfiesthe boundingvectorpartitioningcondition
(1.8)

ul+ ... +u.=b,

6 In the case of elements z of arbitrarynature, {z:
which satisfy the condition following the colon.
7 & is the symbol for the empty set.
8 Goldman and Tucker [8, Corollary1A, p. 60].
9 Goldmanand Tucker[8, Theorem2, p. 61].

} denotes the set of those elements z
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thenthe vector
u=

(1.9)

LU n

composedof them is calleda centralprogram,the vectorui is the ith sectorcomponent of the centralprogramu, while the ith sectorproblemunderthe celntral
programu (or underthe sector componentui) is understoodto mean the linear
programmingproblem
(1.10)

and yAMi>c, y >0, y'b-+min!

xi >0, cixi-+max!
Aixi, ui,

In (1.10) xi is the ith sector program,while yi is the ith sector shadowprice
system.In the ith sectorproblemunderthe sector componentui, let ?i(u,) stand
for the set of feasiblesectorprograms,X*(ui)for the set of optimalsectorprograms,
@Yifor the set of feasiblesector shadowprice systems,and 9*(ui) for the set of
optimalsectorshadowpricesystems,i.e.:
(1.11)

[-i(ui)

= {xi:Aixi<

Li(Ui)={xx

ui, Xi >0},
C'x*= max cix },

Xj(uj),

xiexi(uj)

yj>O}
{yi:yA>ci,
=
y,'ui = min y'ui}
:6i,
['*14(ul) {y:yi

(1.12)

=

[9/i

(i= 1, .., n).

yic-ol

Let us find the conditionfor the solvabilityof all the sectorproblems.Sinceit
follows from (1.12) and (1.3) that 03(=0r ... nr)Y,and, becauseaccordingto
the assumptionmade with regardto the solvabilityof the OCI problem, (1.5)
statesthat ?f# 0, therefore
(1-13)

oyio

(i= 1,... ,n).

Hencetwo necessaryand sufficientconditionsmay be deducedfor the solvability
problemunderui. Thefirstis that
of the ith sectorprogrammning
(1-14)

Xi(Ui)00

9

The secondis thatyi ui is boundedfrombelowon the set qY.10Thislatterstatement
is best put in anotherform. Let
(115

Xy

=s Y'

.
.,A

Y. q

tr .. ,i

10 Goldmanand Tucker[8, CorollaryIB, p.

rq 4,=

60].

,_
'q = _ ~i , %

i>%/i>0
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be the canonicaldecomposition"lof the polyhedralset q0/i.Thenthe boundedness
may be writtenin the form
conditionof y ui on the set q!Y/
(1.16)

Y'Ui >O .

Let those centralprogramsfor which all the sector problemsare solvablebe
called evaluablecentralprograms.Accordingto (1.8) and (1.16) the set X of the
evaluablecentralprogramscan be writtenin the form,
(1.17)

U1+

:{rull

...

+un=b,

Yui>O-..

.1 nun>O}.

_Un-

0

is thereforea polyhedralconvexset.
Let X(u) denotethose OCI programswhich may be composedfrom the sector

programs feasible under the evaluable central program u = [u ...

(1.18)

8(u) = X(u 1)x

...

.,

u']'. Then

x (n(Un)=[:1 I :x,1e?C-(u), .... , Xne8Cn(Un)}

The (properor improper)subset 1 of the set * consistingof all the evaluable
centralprograms,is saidto generateX, or in otherwords9/ is the generatingset of
X if
(1.19)

=

U X(U).

uEV

For the case of 1=, (1.19)is valid,i.e., the non-voidpolyhedralconvexset 9i
consistingof all the evaluablecentralprogramsgeneratesthe set 9 of the feasible
OCI programs.This may be proved in two steps: (1) From (1.5), 9C &. Let
x=[xl .. ., x']'c-9, and let the components u,=A1xl, ...* 1,Un- I = An- 1Xn_
un=b-(uj+

...

+un_1)

be defined. Obviously xjeXG(u,), so that

9i(ui)#

(i= 1,.. , n), andconsequently,becauseof (1.14),u= [u ... ., u']' is an evaluable
central program, so that +(

. * is therefore a non-void set. Moreover, xeG(u),

andsincethe aboveconstructionprovidessucha centralprogram,u&*foreachOCI
program xe9; therefore 9 c Uuc&X(u).(2) If u = [u', . . . , u']'c-* and xiEX9(uj),
11 Goldman [7, pp. 44-49.] 1' denotes a row vector whose every component is 1. In (1.15)
therefore,qi and qi are socalled probabilityvectors, i.e., nonnegativevectors, the sum of whose
componentsequals 1. Yi is the matrix consisting of the extremepoints of W. If Y is bounded,
then by definitionYF= 0. Otherwise,YFis the matrixconsistingof the extremevectors of the set
qi, which consists of the probabilityvectorssatisfyingthe reducedhomogeneoussystemyAj>0,

y > .
12 Ja X V X ...

is the direct product of the sets W,. ...

If

W9,

,

...

are sets in column

vector spaces, then the generalelement of the direct product set is the column vector composed
in the mannershown by (1.18).
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i.e., if Ai xi ui, xi >0 (i= 1, . . . , n), then because of the bounding vector partitioning condition (1.8), A1x1 + ..
+u =b, x=[x'l,...,
A....
so
c
that
c
>0,
xe-1.
Hence
X,
and
U
X.
This
completes the proof.
X(u)
xj]'
uP2(u)

The generatingpropertyof (1.19)may also be a propertyof a non-voidproper
polyhedralsubsetof the set *i. By way of an exampleactuallyused in the model,
considerthe following:In the case of a matrixA of specialform,(1.7)may assume
the form
(1.20)

+A* x< b,

A*x+...
A

n Xn
0
b

'Al xl

(1.21)
(1.22)

. ., Xn
x, >0,. >.0,

(1.23)

c'x,+

...

+c x-max!.

(HereA?xis b comprisesthose conditionsof the OCIproblemwhichonly refer
to the ith sector.Theseconditionsmaybe calledthe specialsectorconditionsof the
ith sector.)It is usefulherealso to put the centralprogramin the form
(1.24)

u=

[l:

ui]u'

U=L ...,n)

and in this case the boundingvector partitioningconditionis expressedby the
equations
(1.25)

U# + ...+U#

(1.26)

uo+ ...

=b#,

+u%=b?

(i=l1,

...

,

n).

Let X here again stand for the set of all the evaluablecentralprograms,and qj
heredenotethat subsetof *i in whicheachsectorattainsin full the bounds occurringin its specialsectorconditions,that is,
(1.27)

1={u=

I

uC-* uJ=

*,u,
* U =

Un

It is obviousthat 9/ is a non-voidconvexpolyhedralsubsetof , whichdoes not
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necessarilycompriseeveryevaluablecentralprogram.'3
Returningto the general case, let 6 now be a non-void convex polyhedral
subset of *; such that it generatesX. Let us fix '? and let its elementsbe called
feasible central programs. For any feasible central program u= [u', . . , uj]', the
sector-optima cpi(ui)=maxx,ex,(u)c'xi= min,,y, yiu (i= 1, . . ., n), and their
sum, the over-alloptimum p(u)=(p(ul)+ ... +Pn(un) under u may be defined.
These are continuous and piecewise linear concave functions of u. For if yi1 ...
YiNx denote the extreme points of 9,, i.e., if Yi= [yil, . . ., YiNi] can be substituted
in (1.15), then because u is evaluable, Ti(ui) =minY,cy,yuiv=min{yij ui, Y.NiUJ
,
finite
of
linear
functions
it
is
of
a
number
so that
the lower envelope
(i= 1, . .. , n).

The two-levelproblemobtainedfrom the OCI problemby meansof the sector
decomposition(1.6) and choice of the set of feasiblecentralprogramsas aboveis
understoodto mean a problemas follows.
(1) At the "centrallevel," to determinethe feasiblecentralprogram(s)which
yield(s)the maximalover-alloptimum,in other wordsto solve the concaveprogrammingproblem,ueqi, q(u)-+max! andto determinethe set
(1.28)

*= {u*: (u*) = max ?(u)}
ue0?

consistingof the optimalcentralprograms.
(2) At the "sectorlevel," to determinein each sector the optimalsector program(s)belongingto the optimal central programcomponent(s),i.e., for each
= [u*',.. ., u*']'e(* to solve the sector problems Aixi ut*,xi >0, cxi-+max!
-thus to determine the sets 12*(u*)
for i= 1, . . , n, defined in (1.1 1).

(3) To compose the OCI program(s)which can be obtainedfrom the optimal
sectorprogramsunderthe optimalcentralprogram(s);in other words,to determine the union of the sets
(1.29)

X7*(u*)=.j (u ) x ...

x..
.Xn,=

in the form
U

*(u*).

u*eo&*

THEoREm 1: Any two-level problem derivedfrom a solvable OCIproblem is itself

also solvable, and its solution is equivalent to the solution of the OCI problem:
(1.30)

q *@

and

_T=

U X*(u*)

u*ef,s*

13 E.g., for the case of b#

0 , b' > O, V is a proper subset of +
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The maximum value of the over-all optimum is equal to the optimum of the OCI
problem:
(1.31)

max (u)=p(u*)=

PROOF:

(u*el*) .

max c'x=P
xex

ueV

The statements of the theorem may be read from the following:

P= max c'x = max c' x = max (max c'x)
xe UX(u)

xeX

uee

xex(u)

ueV

n

= max (
UeA?

max c, x) = max p(u) = (p(u*).

i= 1 jXiei(uj)

Ue

1.2. The transformationof the two-level problem into a polyhedral game, and the
latter's iterativesolution
The objective function of the concave programming problem to be solved at the
"central level" of the two-level problem is the over-all optimum p(u).This function
may indeed be determined on the basis of the data of the OCI problem and its
decomposition into sectors, but it is not an easy task. The two-level problem is
therefore suitably transformed. Let Y" denote the set of feasible sector shadow
price system teams according to (1.12):
(1.32)

- =qY1 x

...

x9IY.={v=

Yl:

y e@1,

***, YnCY}.

Then the following expression is obtained for the over-all optimum:
n

(1.33)

p(u) =
i=1

n

n
=
=
minyu1 mun
E
pi(ui)
i==1 yifef

E
(i1.,

yiuj = minv'u.

i=1

yicji

VeV

n)

Hence, according to (1.31), the following may be written for the OCI optimum:
(1.34)

P= max min v' u .
Uet

veV

Let us define a polyhedral game"4 in the following terms: Let t1 be the set of
strategies of the maximizing, and 1/ of the minimizing player, and let the homogeneous bilinear function v'u (ue-i, ve") be the pay-off function of the game.
The maximizing player may be identified with the "centre," the minimizing player
with the "team of sectors.""5Consequently we may speak of a central strategy in
place of the feasible central program, sector strategy in place of the feasible sector
shadow price system team, and in the case of both strategies we may consider the
various sector components of the strategy. The game which has thus been defined
14

See Wolfe [25]. In this case m = n, X=

15

See the definitionof a "person,"e.g., in McKinsey [20, p. 4, para. 3].

, Y = *, A =-- E = identity matrix.
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is called the polyhedral game derived from the two-level problem or from the OCI
problem through the given decomposition of sectors and the given choice of the
set of feasible central programs, in symbols: (V, I'*). What the relation (1.34)
expresses is that the optimum of the OCI problem is the max-min (lower) value of
the polyhedral game derived from it. The connection between the OCI problem
and the two-level problem and the polyhedral game derived from it is contained
in the following theorem:

THEOREM2: A polyhedral game derived from a solvable OCI problem is itself
solvable and its value equals the OCI optimum.The optimal strategies of the "central
player" are the optimal central programs appearing in the correspondingtwo-level
problem. Among the optimal strategies of the "sector-teamplayer" there is always a
strategy whose sector components are equal; to be optimal, the necessary and
sufflcientconditionfor a sector strategy whose sector componentsare equal is that it
should be the optimal counter-strategyagainst some central strategy.16In an optimal
sector strategy whose sector components are equal, this common sector component
forms an optimal OCI shadowprice system, and vice versa.

PROOF:
(1) In the case of a solvable OCI problem the OCI optimum bexists and is
finite, while according to (1.34) it is equal to the max-min value of the polyhedral
game (1, I'). From this it follows, according to the theorem of Wolfe [25], that 0
is at the same time also the min-max (upper) value of this game, so that (01, $') is
solvable, and its value is P, and both players have optimal strategies.
(2) Since according to (1.33) p(u) is the minimum of the payoff function v'u on
the set Y'*, the set consisting of the optimal strategies of the central player equals
the set in (1.28).
(3) Using the notation of (1.3)-(1.12) it will first be shown that

(1.35)

/l(u1)n

.... n9/,,(u,)

=

ONy if

ucqj*

kX9 if u

,

so that an optimal counter-strategy, the sector-components of which are equal,
exists only as a counter-strategy against some optimal central strategies, but then
always exists, and the common sector component is an optimal OCI shadow price
system. As the first part of the proof of (1.35), it can be demonstrated that for
y*e91*,u*&1*it is true that y*e9*(u*), is 1, . , n. For if the opposite were the
n

case, then we would have
16
T(u).

P=q(u*) =

E
i=1

n

n

(u)u= E mm
n yu7<
i=I

E y*'ui=

i=1

Yje'W

Oe-' is an optimal counter-strategy against the central strategy ue q, if z'u

=

minve.

v'u=
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n

y'

u= y 'b = 0P, which is impossible. As the second part of the proof of (1.35),

it can be shown that in the reverse case, for pec-?*(-i),i= 1,
n
E
i=l

9eX?',a&1*. For let ye?IN;then y' b=y'
n

p() =

n

'=9 Di
i=1

i=l

n
i = E y'ti
i=l

...

,

n, it is true that

n

n

> E minyiD =
i=lyseas

Z i(ui)i

i=lpA

=9'b, so that y'b > 9'b, i.e., 9'/**. It follows, furtherj=

more, that (pi) =9' b = P,so that ae6c*. (1.35) has thus been proved. To complete
the proof of Theorem 2 it is now only necessary to show that for any optimal OCI
shadow price system y, the sector strategy v = [y'], . . ., y*']' with equal sector
components y* is an optimal one. For this it is sufficient to demonstrate that v,
together with any optimal central strategy, u *c-, forms a saddle-point of
the function v'u in (W,r). For, if we let u *= [u7,. . . , uT']' be the chosen optimal central strategy, and u = [u', . . ., u1]'ec as well as v= [y', . . .,
V*n

be arbitrary, then vu'u =
n

vyiu=
'u

i=1

n

i=y*' Zuij=y*'b=0=y*
i=l

n

n

i=l

i=l

EZU=Z U.=

v'u*, so that v'u < v 'u*< v'u* (u&U, vel/). Theorem 2 is thus
i=l1

proved.
The OCI problem has thus been reduced to a solution of the polyhedral game
(q, V) derived from it. To find a solution which would utilize the decomposition
of the problem and be built up of partial calculations that can take place separately
at the centre and in the sectors, we define the concept of an evaluable sector
strategy (or an evaluable sector shadow price system team). This is understood to
mean a sector strategy, veY'V,against which there exists an optimal central counterstrategy; in other words, one where the linear programming problem u&U,
v'u-+max! is solvable. Let a derived polyhedral game (91, V) be called regularif all
its sector strategies are evaluable. It is henceforthassumed that thepolyhedralgame
(&&,I ) is regular.

Consider that, according to the definition of a two-level problem, every element
of O is an evaluable central strategy, i.e., the linear programming problem
veSK, v'u-+min! is solvable for every u e-V. In the case of a regular polyhedral
game, therefore, there is an optimal counter-strategy against each strategy
of both players. It hence follows that all regular polyhedral games are strategically reducible17 to a matrix game.18 Let 9 = UA +U< and Yz'= VA+ V<
be the canonical decomposition of the strategy sets concerned. From the two kinds
of solvability assumptions it immediately follows, analogously with (1.16), that
V' U < 0, V/U = 0, and ' U > 0, and moreover that the strategy u = Up+ AUp
Ei V
17 A game is said to be strategicallyreducibleto another game if the latter is solvable and its
everysolution (optimalstrategy-pair)is a solution of the originalgame,too.
18 For a definitionof the matrixgame,
see, e.g., Karlin [10, p. 17].
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can (in the wide sense) be dominated by the strategy U/ = Up E UA; the strategy
v = Vq+ u VqE Y, by the strategy vL = Vq E VA, i.e., that for all strategies v00e,
VOu v?' uA, and for all strategies uo e 91, v'uo > vL'u0,(wherep,fp,q,q areprobability
vectors, and A and ,u are nonnegative numbers).
The polyhedral game (91, I'f) is therefore strategically reducible to the polyhedral
game (UA, VA), and this in turn is isomorphic with the matrix game having a
payoff matrix V' U. It should be pointed out that this matrix game is only stated in
an implicit form since the payoff matrix V' U is not directly known, the only
available fact being that U and V are the matrices composed by the extreme vectors
of the polyhedral sets 91 and <', defined by the inequality systems of the centre
and the sectors, respectively. If, therefore, it is intended to find a solution of the
regular polyhedral game (91, -*/) by solving the matrix game with the payoff
matrix V' U, then for this reason itself-apart from the difficulties of a computing
problem of at least the same size as the original OCI.problem-it is impossible to
apply direct calculation procedures.
It is possible, on the other hand, to use the fictitious play method of Brown and
Robinson.'9 According to this method, against each central strategy ue91 of the
regular polyhedral game (91, Y'i) it is possible to state an optimal counter-strategy
v*(u)eVA, while against each sector strategy veYl'it is possible to state an optimal
counter-strategy u*(v)e91A,for which
(1.36)

v*(u)'u = min v'u,
ve'r

vIu*(v)= max v'u
us

holds. The term v*(u)is called the regular evaluation of u, u*(v)of v. The regular
fictitious play of the regular polyhedral game (91, Y")is understood to mean the
construction according to the rule stated below of the strategy series u*<K>,
u*<2> .. ., u*<N>, . . . within UL, and v*K>, v*<2>,. . . , v*<N>, . . . within VA.
Phase 1. Step I. Select any central strategy u(')eUA.
Step II. By definition u*<1>=u(').
1>).
Step III (The regular evaluation of u*K1>). The determination of 0) = v*(u*<
Step IV. By definition, v*<1>= v(l).
The process goes on for phases 2, 3, ....
Phase N (N=2,3, ... .). Step I (The regular evaluation of v*<N- 1>). The determination of u(N) =u*(v*<N -1>).
Step II ("Mixing" with the term of the previous phase). The calculation of
u*<N>= [(N-1)/N] u*<N-l > +(l1/N) U(N).
Step III (The regular evaluation of u*<N>): The determination of v(N)v*(u*<N>).
Step IV ("Mixing" with the term of the previous phase): The calculation of
v*<N>= [(N- 1)/N] v*<N-1 > + (1/N) V(N).
As P=rmax"cominver v u=minvmm maxuE, v'u, it can easily be deduced from the
19

Brown [1, 2]; Robinson [21]. For a detaileddiscussion:Karlin [10, pp. 179-189].
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= maxuc v*<N-1 >' u
definitions of the evaluations that the upper optimum 0P*<N>
in the Nth phase (N=2, 3, ..)
=maxu,,A v*KN-l>'u=v*KN-l>Iu(N)
supplies an upper estimate for the OCI optimum P,the lower optimum 9*<N> =
in the Nth phase (N= 1, 2, 3, ... ),
minv, v' u*<N>= minvsvL v'u*<N> v(N)Pu*<N>
a lower estimate for it, i.e.,
P*<N>> P

(1.37)

(N= 2,3,.

);

*<N>< q

(N= 1, 2, 3,. ..).

Since, moreover, the series also imply, on account of their construction, the fictitious play of the matrix game with the payoff matrix V' U, the Brown-Robinson
theorem is valid, so that
(1.38)
lim 0P<N> = lim %<N>=> ,
N- oo

N- oo

and the limit points of the series {u*<N>} and {v*<N>} are optimal central and
sector strategies.
The 3-termination of the iteration of regular fictitious play (where 3 is an
arbitrary small positive number) is understood to mean the following termination
of the above construction: Let N, be the least positive integer for which

P*KN,> *KN,>< 3 or

(1.39)

P*KN,+
1>-*KN,,>_ 3

holds. According to (1.37) and (1.38), N, may be defined for an arbitrarily small
positive number 3. Then: (1) The iteration is terminated at Step II of phase N6,
or at Step I of phase (N,+ 1) (according to whether the first or the second inequality in (1.39) has been satisfied); (2) The linear programming problems
(i= 1, . ., n)
Aixi. u<N,6>,
xi >0,
cxi-+max!
in the sectors are solved; (3) From the sector programs x(uK<N6>)= x* thus
obtained, the feasible OCI program x= [xI', . , xn']' is composed. Since
(1.40)

c'

X=

n

n

cx

= ,y,(u,<N,>)'uKN,>

i=1

=v*(u* N,>)'u*KN,6> =

N<
N,>, then,

i=l

acording to (1.39),
(1.41)

0-6<

c'x1*<0

.

(1.41) is briefly referred to as the fact that x8*is a b-optimal OCI program.
As a supplement, take the case where the polyhedral game (0&1,Y")can be solved
uniquely for the sector-team player. It follows that its reduced version, the matrix
game with the payoff matrix V' U, also possesses this property, so that according to
the previously quoted Brown-Robinson theorem, the series {v*<N>}is convergent,
andits limit is the unique optimal sector strategy. On the basis of part 3 of Theorem2,
this is none other than that sector shadow price system team whose every sector component is the (in consequence of the above conditions) unique, optimal OCI shadow
pricesystem. Symbolically: limN o v*<N>= [y ... ,y*'], where y*'b = minYc,y'b,
The results pertaining to the fictitious play of the polyhedral game derived from
the OCI problem, whose proofs have been furnished above, may be summarized as
follows:
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THEOREM
3: In the case of a regularpolyhedralgame derivedfrom a solvable OCI
problem, the latter may be solved through regularfictitious play to any required
degree of accuracy, in the sense thatfor an arbitrarilysmall positive 3 the 5-termination of regularfictitiousplay leads to a 3-optimal OCIprogram. If, at the same time,
the derived regular polyhedral game can be uniquely solved for the sector-team
player, the sector components of the mixed sector strategy series obtained in the
course of regularfictitious play are equalized, i.e., they converge towardsa common
limit which is the optimal OCI shadowprice system.
1.3. Supplementarycomments
The OCI problem must be transformed into a regular polyhedral game. This is
done by decomposition into sectors and the choice of a suitable generating set
consisting of evaluable central programs. It has not yet been discussed whether
this transformation can be carried out for all linear programming problems
-regarded as OCI problems-and, if a problem can be transformed, which of the
several kinds of transformation it is best to choose. Nor has the problem been
examined of whether computing technique can deal with the central programming
problem in Step I of the iterative phases, for in the general case the number of
variables in the central programming problem, i.e., the number of components in
the central program, is the product of the number of OCI conditions and the number of sectors.
It should be pointed out that in the special case where the elements of the matrix
A and the bounding vector b are nonnegative numbers, under any decomposition
the evaluable central programs are the vectors whose components form a nonnegative partition of b, so that the set of evaluable central programs is a non-void,
bounded convex polyhedral set. Since it follows that all feasible sector shadow
price system teams are evaluable, any decomposition and the choice of a generating
set consisting of all the evaluable central programs leads to a regular polyhedral
game. Moreover, the central programming in Step I of the iteration phases of the
fictitious play decomposes into "microprogramming," in the course of which the
full bounds of each OCI condition are partitioned to the sector which possessed
the largest shadow price referring to this condition.
Similar results are also derived in the course of the transformation of the concrete model in hand, that of a long-term macroeconomic planning problem. For
this reason, the problem raised in the case of the general model is in this paper left
open, and the necessary change will only be made on the concrete model.20
20 Furtherproblemsrelating to the generalmodel are treated in a paper by Liptak [18].
During the editorialpreparationof this paper,ProfessorJ. F. Benderswas kind enough to call
our attention to his paper "Partitioningof Mixed VariablesProgrammingProblems"(in NumerischeMathematik,4, 1962, pp. 238-252.) Theorem 1 (dealingwith the connection between the
OCI problem and the two-level problem)and Theorem2 (dealingwith the connection between
the OCI problem, the two-level problem, and the derived polyhedralgame) of this paper are
relatedto the "partitioningtheorem"in his paper,though they are not equivalentto it.
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THE CONCRETEMODEL: A LONG-TERM MACROECONOMICPLANNING PROBLEM

2.1. Description of the model
While in the general model the point of departure was the OCI problem, in
the case of the concrete model it is more convenient to begin the discussion with
the form subsequent to the decomposition into sectors. We shall therefore proceed
straightaway to write down the two-level problem derived from the OCI problem.
Both the criterion (1.14) and the simplifying remarks (1.20)-(1.27) were applied in
formulating the set of central programs. The various components of the central
program and the sector programs are, in agreement with their economic nature,
denoted by different letters, while their sign has been chosen for ease of notation.
Planning is directed by the centre-in actual practice by the National Planning
Bureau. There are altogether n sectors. Each sector is responsible for a particular
group of products; in the subsequent discussion the term products will be used for
product-groups,for the sake of brevity. The activities of the sector comprise not
only the domestic production of the product concerned and the investments
necessary for production, but also the export and import of the product. A longterm plan is to be worked out for a plan-term, consisting of altogether T periods.
This model is not meant to determine all the targets of the national plan. The
point of departure is a national economic plan that has already been elaborated
(by "traditional," non-mathematical means, checked with an input-output table).
Certain targets of this plan are adopted as constants in the programming table. In
this paper they are called economicpolicy figures.
The centre issues three kinds of directives to the sectors:
(1) The centre tells the ith sector to provide a certain quantity of product to
meet domestic requirements in the tth period. This quantity, whose symbol is r1,,is
called the supply assignment (i= 1, . .. , n; t= 1, . . . , T). The centre does not
prescribe whether the required quantity should be met from domestic production
or imports-this will be determined by the sector program. Furthermore, it is the
sector program that must determine whether the sector, beyond satisfying domestic
requirements, also wishes to export.
(2) The centre assigns to the ith sector a certain quantity of thejth product for
the tth period. This is symbolized by Zijt and is called the materials quota (i= 1, . . ., n;
j= 1, . . . , n; j# i; t= 1, . . . , T). The materials quota comprises the jth material
derived both from home production and imports.
(3) The centre assigns a certain complement of manpower to the ith sector for
the tth period. This is symbolized by wit and is called the manpower quota.
The directives are the variables of the central program. The constants in the
constraint system of this central program are economic policy figures. These are:
(1) Qj, which stands for the external consumption of the ith product necessary
in the tth period. This comprises consumption by individuals and public bodies,
including nonproductive investments. On the other hand, it does not include either
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exports or-apart from certain exceptions-productive investments.(The exceptionswill be treatedlater.)
(2) Ri, which is the bound of the ith supply assignmentin the tth period.
(Thisboundhas no real economicmeaning;its introductionis only necessaryfor
the mathematicalalgorithm,but thereis no practicaldifficultyabout determining
the quantitywhichthe supplyassignmentis surenot to exceed.)
(3) Wp,which is the manpowerquota availablefor productivework in the
economyin the tth year.
Thosecentralprogramswill be consideredfeasiblefor which
n

(2.1)

E
j=l

zjiit+Qit

Rt
=rit<,K

(a=l,1.

..

,n; t=l, ..... ,T),

j?i
n

(2.2)

(2.3)

E

Wit= .t

rit>,O,

zijt>?O

(t=l, ... ,T)
Wit>?O (i=l,

j#i;

. . . .. ,n; j=1,,

.,n;

t=1,. .., T).

The variablesin the programmingmodel of the ith sectormay be classifiedinto
severalgroupsaccordingto theireconomicnature:
activities.Theseconsistof the unchanged,continuedoperation
(1) Reproductive
of the outputcapacitiesfor the ith productwhichalreadyexistedat the beginning
of the plan-term.Several kinds of these activities may be incorporatedin the
modelaccordingto theirtechnicalfeatures(e.g., backwardor advancedfactories).
Let Xikt denotethe level of the kth reproductiveactivityplannedfor the ith sector
in the tth period:2'(xikt >0, k=repr22, t= 1, . . , T).
(2) Investment activities. This concept includes both the establishment of new

capacitiesand the productionin these new facilities.Severaltypes of investment
activitymay be incorporatedin the model, on the basis of technicalor economic
features(e.g., the technologyused,whetherthe machineryis importedor domesticmade, etc.). Moreover,within a particulartype of investmentactivity(e.g., the
establishmentand operationof a particularplant in a certainway), severalkinds
of investmentactivitymay be distinguishedaccordingto the periodin whichthe
investmentis begun. A separateinvestmentvariablewill correspondto each of
Here, and also in the case of the other variables(exceptfor investmentactivities),the unit of
measurementfor the level of activityis the quantityof the productstatedin the naturalunits best
suited for its measurementper unit period of time, or else in forint per unit period. It must be
identical with the unit of measurementused for the ith product in the correspondingcentral
product balance according to (2.1).
22 Neither here nor in the other groups of sector activitieswill the numbersof the activitiesbe
stated. Instead,a suitableabbreviationafter the suffixk will indicatethe characterof the activity
concerned,e.g., k = repr,k = inv, etc.
21
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these alternatives. Let xik denote the level of the kth investment activity of the ith
sector23 (xik> 0, k=inv).
(3) Export activities. Several kinds of export activities can appear in the model,
according to their economic features (e.g., by markets, countries, etc.). Let Xikt
denote the level of the kth export activity in the case of the ith product in the tth
period (xikt > 0, k = exp, t = 1, . , T).
(4) Boundedimportactivities. This group comprises only import activities which
compete with the domestic output activities belonging to Groups 1 and 2 and are
able to replace the latter and whose level is bounded by some external market
factor. Several kinds of activities can figure in the model, according to their
economic features (e.g., markets, etc.). Let Xiktdenote the level of the kth bounded
import activity in the case of the importation of the ith product in the tth period
(xikt >0, k=imp, t= , ... , T).
(5) Unboundedimport activity. This is an import activity that, like the import
activities of Group 4, competes with domestic production, but its level is not
bounded either by extraneous market factors or by other influences. In some
sectors there is justification for presuming that an unbounded import activity is a
realistic proposition. In other sectors no such free, unbounded import activity
actually exists. The method requires that this type of variable be used even in these
latter sectors as an auxiliary variable, but the programming procedure used will
automatically eliminate them from the program. Let the level of unbounded
import in the ith sector be denoted by xi0 (xi0 > 0).
The conditions prescribed for the ith sector program may be classified into one
of two main groups. One group of conditions ensures that the sector should obey
the directives received from the centre. The first condition is that
(2.4)

rit<

Z
k repr, exp,

fikt Xikt+fiOtXiO +

E fikt Xik-<-i (ti1t,

k=inv

.. ., T).

imp

The output coefficient fikt in this condition is as follows for the various sector
activities:
(1) For reproductive activities, fikt= l. (2) For investment activities, fikt >0,
but for at least one t,fikt = 1. As a result of unit investment activity there will sometime, but at the latest during the last period, come to be established a capacity unit
which will permit production of a unit quantity of the kth product during one
period. The preceding output on the other hand will depend on when the investment is begun, and on the amount of "turning up" required before it achieves
normal operation. It is assumed that a specific time-distribution of output (and as
23 Since, accordingto the above, an investmentactivityrefersnot to particularperiods but is a
series of investmentactivitiesover the full plan-term,the level xik is distinguishedfrom the other
variablesin that it does not includethe subscriptt. The level of an investmentactivityis accordingly measuredby the quantityof productwhich the facility that has been establishedproduces
when it is operatedat full capacity,in termsof naturalunits or forint per unit plan period.
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we shall see, of expenditures) is characteristic of the kth investment activity. It is
also assumed that the capacities created by means of the investment will, after
"turning up," always be utilized to the normal extent. If, thereforeJiktis for some
value of t equal to 1, then it is also 1 for the periods (t+ 1), (t+2), etc. In this sense
then, this group of activities differs from the reproductive ones in that there is no
assumption that the latter's existing old capacities must necessarily be utilized
fully. (3) In the case of export activities, fikt = -1. (4 and 5) For bounded and unbounded import activities,fi kt= 1.
The next series of conditions linked to the central directives is that

(2.5)

Z

k = repr, exp,
imp

gijktXikt

ijOtXiO

Z
k=inv

gijkt xik(Zjt

(j=I,
t=

.

. ., n, j#6i;
).

The input coefficient gijkt is the following for the various sector activities:
(1) For reproductive activities, gljkt >0. Production, through its technological
character, either requires or does not require the jth material. These materials
requirements comprise both that of current operation and also that of upkeep of
the old facilities: for general repair, replacement, and renovation necessary to
ensure simple reproduction. (2) In the case of investment activities, gijkt >0. This
comprises the products (e.g., machines) required by investment during the years
when the new facility is established, and the products necessary during the years of
operation both for current production and for the maintenance and replacement of
the facilities. As in the case of output, it is here again assumed that the kth investment activity is characterized by a certain distribution of material requirements
in time. (3, 4, and 5) For all foreign trade activity, gijkt = 0.
Finally, the last condition linked to the central directive is that
(2.6)

Z
k=repr, exp,
imp

hiktxikt+hiotxio+

E

k=inv

hikt xik

Wit

(t=1,

...

,

T).

The manpower-coefficient hikt is as follows for the various groups of activity:
(1) In the case of reproductive activity, hikt >0, for without manpower there
can be no production. (2) For investment activities, hikt >0. Before operation is
begun it is 0; later it is positive-the development of its numerical value is a
characteristic function of time. (3, 4, and 5) In foreign trade activities, hikt = 0.
Beyond the conditions to secure observance of the central directives, special
condition characteristics of the particular circumstances of the sector may also be
stipulated. By way of example, reproductive activities might be bounded by the
upper limit of existing facilities. Certain investment activities, e.g., the modernization of existing plants, might be limited. Output in some sectors might be bounded
by the country's natural resources. Certain export and import activities might be
limited by market factors, etc. The special conditions may be written in the follow-
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ing generalform:24
T

(2.7)

E
L
t = 1 k = repr, exp
imp

E
k=inv

b?,

k
aixk

s=spec.

Because of the artificial character of unbounded import activities, the coefficients of these variables are 0 in all the above special conditions. We assume that
the constraints (2.7) can be satisfied, so that we write 0 in place of the variables
figuring in them; that is, b? >, 0 for every s.
The aim of the ith sector's programming is that
T

(2.8)

E

E

t= 1 k=repr, exp
imp

CiktXikt+CioXiO+

E

k=inv

CikXik-max!,

i.e., the maximization of the sectoral objective function on the left hand side of
(2.8). Here Cikt and Cik are the foreign exchange returnsof the correspondingactivity.
These are the following for the various groups of activities:
(1 and 2) For reproductive and investment activities the foreign currency
returns are generally zero. An exception is formed by the production and investment activities, which require noncompetitive imports that cannot be satisfied
by home production. Noncompetitive import costs are regarded as negative
foreign currency returns. (In the case of investment activities, the foreign currency
returns naturally comprise all the noncompetitive import costs incurredthroughout
the plan-term.) (3) The foreign currency returns of export activities are positive.
(4 and 5) The foreign currency returns of import activities are negative. If unbounded imports are only a fictitious variable, they are weighted with very heavy
negative foreign currency returns. It is also assumed with respect to the yield of
foreign trade activities that
(2.9)

max
k=exp

Cikt <

min {min (-Cikt),

-

ci0}

(t=L1

. .

,

T).

k=imp

On the macroeconomic scale, that central program is regarded as optimal
under which the sum of the maximal values of the sectoral objective functions is
maximal.
In the dual of the ith primal sector problem according to (2.4)-(2.8) and under
the central program (directives) denoted by (rit, Zijt,wit), let pit be the shadow
priceof the centraldirectiverit; Cijtof Zijt; tit of wit; while71itand aio will be the
shadow prices of the special conditions bounded by Rit and bM.Then with the
sector shadow price system (Pit, Cijt, oit, itt ui.) as the dual program, the ith
dual sector problem has the following form:
24 The abbreviations = spec. expressesthe fact that all the specialconditions are enumerated
in (2.7). See footnote 22 on p. 157.
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(2.10)

-

fikt(it

h
it+ E
+hkt
Pit) + E gijktCij

=sspec
s

j=1

a? tcis > Cikt

j#i

k= repr, exp, imp

(t= 1,...,

T),

n

(2.11)

+

-Pit)

fiktrit

E

j=1

gijktCjt+ hiktcoit+

k=0,inv
(2.12)

s=spec

a Cs
aisk

(t=l,...,T),

Pit>0, Cijt>0, wit>?, 7r*> 0, ais> 0, (j= 1, *
T

(2.13)
t=1

Cik

,n, jo i

n

(Rit7rit-ritpit +

E
j=1
joi

z jtjjt+wtcojt) +

E

bois-min!

s=spec

It will be left to the readerto checkthat the OCIproblemcorrespondingto this
two-levelproblemis solvable,and that the polyhedralgame derivedfrom it is a
regularone. (In the lattercasethe criterion(1.14)andthe boundednessof the set of
feasiblecentralprogramsmay be used.) In the following,the iterativeprocedure
of the 6-terminationof the regularfictitiousplay, i.e., of the constructionof a
b-optimalmacroeconomicprogramwill be outlined(where3 is an arbitrarysmall
positivenumber).
2.2. The process of iteration

Sincethe set of feasiblecentralprogramsis here bounded,any centralprogram
(rM, z (J) , w(1) ) may be madethe startingpoint.25Passingoverthe firstphases,we
come to the Nth phase. From the previous(N - l)st phase: (1) the "centralmemory" stores the upper optimum P*<N-1>, the central program(r*(<N-1>,
z* <N-1>, w*<N-1>) sent down to the sectors, the sector shadow prices
p*<N-1>,~(<N-1>, a)<N- 1> sent up from the sectors,the sectoroptima
(n-`),
and the mixed special sector optimum components 4(<N-1>; (2) all
9ii
the "sectormemories"storethe shadowpricesp(<N- 1>, <NKN1>, <4NN- 1>
sentup to the centre,and the simplextableauand optimalbasisusedin computing
w . (The termsand symthe provisionalsector shadowprices o7l)
CI(i) a)
bols enumeratedwill be definedbelow in the courseof the analogoustermsand
symbolsof the Nth phase.)
Step I. Examinationof whetherthe iterationcan be terminatedand the evaluation of the sector shadow prices that are sent up, at the centre: The formula
n

T*<N-1>= E

'-

is used to calculatethe lower optimumof the previous

i=1

phase, and this is comparedwith the upper optimum, P*<N-1>, stored in the
memory.
25

For in the case of a bounded &,then UA = w.See Goldman [7, p. 49, CorollaryIB].
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Case 1. 0*K<N-1>-*K<N-1>< 6: N5=N-1. The iteration is terminated.
The sectorsare instructedto computethe primaloptimalsectorprogramscorresponding to the provisional sector shadow prices pl-l),

(

t-1), c( N,

using the

simplextableauand optimalbasis storedin their memories.26These sector programsconstitutea 3-optimalprogramof the long-termmacroeconomicplanning
problem.
Case 2. 1*<N-1>-*<N-1>>? : N5>N-1. The central evaluation of the
sector shadow prices that are sent up is performed,i.e., the central objective
function
T

n

n

Z Z (p,(<N-l>rit+ j=1Z Cjt<N-1>zijt+a)+w<N-1>wit)
j*i

is maximizedunderthe conditions(2.1)-(2.3).This linearprogrammingproblem
problems:
decomposesinto two types of simplysolvable "micro-programming"
(i) the programmingproblem
n

E zjit+ Qit= rit< Rit, zjit > 0 ( = 1, . . ., n,

j=l
j*i

(2.14)

j]#i;

rit > 0),

n

I j=1
Z

*it<N-1>zjit-p*<N-1>6it-+max!,

j*i

whichyieldsthe provisionalproductionand distributionof the ith productin the
tth period (i= 1, . . . , n; t= 1, ... , T); (ii) the programming problem
n

I

Ii=l

(2.15)

Wit= wt,

Q
(=1,

Wit>0

. .;.

n),

n

i=l

c
Eoi<N-

1>wit+max

!

X

whichformulatesthe provisionaldistributionof the economy'smanpowerquota
in the tth period (t= 1, . . . , T) .
A solutionof (2.14)is as follows:
(a) if maxji C*it<N-1>< p*<N-1>, then
(2.16)

r(N)_

n

(N)=_r

j=; 1~..

;.njOi

26 The components of the optimal primal programmay be directly read from the values of
the "z-row",correspondingto the slack variables of the simplex tableau in the dual problem.
See, for instance,Karlin [10, pp. 169-170].
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(b) if maxj C*.t<N-1>=
(2.17)

r(N)

Rip

=

1> >p*<N - 1>,27then
it<NNQ

z (N) =

0

if
,

1Jo

if J#jo.

The solution of (2.15) is still simpler:if maxi 7)*<N- 1>=a)*t<N- 1>28, then
(2.18)

N Wt, if i=Io
witf =O,ifi
o.
0 if i$io0.

It is not difficultto see that the sum of the maximaderivedin the courseof the
micro-programs
(2.14)-(2.15)is
T

(2.19)

n

t=

[(max Cit<N- 1> -p*<N- 1>)+ (Rit-Qit)

f

S
1

*-

1

j* ^*

-p*<N-1>*

Qi +max co<N-1>*Wt

=(P#<N>3,say.9

Hencethe upperoptimumin the Nth phase may be computedfrom the formula
n

(2.20)

0*<N>=q*(<N> +

0i<N-1>.
sl=

Next a comparisonis madeof the values 1*<N>and 1*<N->.
Case 2/1. 0*<N> -*<N- 1><: Nj = N- 1. The iterationis terminated,and
the 6-optimalmacroeconomicprogramis computedin a fashion identicalwith
Case1.
Case 2/2. 0*<N> -*<N- > > 6: N6> N- 1. Therethen follows:
Step IL Makinga new centralprogramto be sent downto the sectors:
*

rit<N> =
(2.21)
(2.21)

1 (N)
N r(t<N-1> + NKrit

N-i

z* t<Nf>= N1 z* <N-l>
N-1
<N>=
wW<

=

N

N

+ 1
+ N

z(N)
(N)

=(

1...

n; j i;

If the shadowprice it <N - 1> is equally maximalin severalsectorsj (with i and t fixed),
and if it is not less than t <N - 1>, then Rt - Qt may be partitionedbetween these sectors
in any proportion.
28 If the shadow price ot*<N- 1> is equally maximalin severalsectors i (with t fixed), then
Wtmay be partitionedbetweenthem in any proportion.
29 a+ is used to denote the positive part of c: + = max(cc,0) .
27
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Step III. The evaluationin the sectorsof the centralprogramcomponentthat
has newly been sent down. The linear programmingproblems (2.10)-(2.13)
are solved in the ith sector, with the new objectivefunction coefficientsrit<N>,
z7 <KN>,
The simplextableauand optimal base30stored in the memory
w*K<N>.
may be used for the calculation. Let the solutions

(N)

a(N)

(N)

(N)

(N)

thus

obtainedbe calledthe provisionalsectorshadowprices;let the minimalvalue q(N)
of the correspondingobjectivefunctionaccordingto (2.13) be called the sector
optimum;andlet the portion
T

(2.22)

=

0(N)

t=1

Rit (

boC4iN

)+
s=spec

of the optimumconcernedwith the special shadow prices be called the special
sectoroptimumcomponent.
Step IV. Preparingin the sectorsthe new sector shadowpricesandmixedspecial
sector optimumcomponentsto be sent up to the centre. In the ith sector it is
necessaryto compute

N p*t<N-1> + kptN)
pt<N> = N-1iI(N
(2.23)

Jt<N> =

N1 (.t<N-l>

K<N>= N-1

co

N

+ N C(N) (j=1,..
1

*

.

n, j#i;

(N)

cit
W

Wit<N-l>

andthe mixedspecialsectoroptimumcomponent
(2.24)

d1<N> = NN qi<N-1>

J

1

No(N)

Whenthese-together with the sectoroptimumq,(N)_are sent up to the centre,the
Nth iterativephaseis completed.
2.3. On the economic interpretationof the model

The concretemodel will now be discussedfrom the economic point of view.
An attemptwill be madeto interpretsomefeaturesand propertiesof the modelin
termsof economics,and someproblemsin ascertainingthe parametersfiguringin
the modelwill be raised.
(1) What does the objectivefunctionof the dual problemof the sectormodels
expressin termsof economics?Let us presumefor a momentthat the centrereally
lets the sector have its resourcesat a "price"correspondingto the shadowprice
whichthe sectorreportsback, and that at the sametime it demandsof the sector
that it shouldnot operateat a loss. If the sector reportedback too high, "rosy"
30 See, for instance,Suzuki [23, pp. 95-96].
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shadow prices (e.g., if it stated that a rise in the manpower quota would secure
greater surplus returns than it is actually capable of, according to the optimal
program), then the sector would operate at a loss. The minimization of the evaluation of the boundary conditions in terms of shadow prices, as an optimization
requirement of the model and the nonprofit conditions in the constraints of the
dual model express the fact that care must be taken to avoid over-estimating the
modifications in the central directives which appear as limitations in the sector
conditions, and to avoid over-estimating the effect of these modifications on the
objective function. The minimization of the dual objective function expresses an
approach of careful, responsible moderation in determining the indices of economic
efficiency presented as part of the report back.
(2) It is a noteworthy fact that in the case of a macroeconomic planning model
the game-theoretical model may be realistically interpreted and invested with
economic significance.The situation shows analogy with strategicgames in that each
player is in possession of certain information, but neither can make fully satisfactory
decisions without obtaining some information from the other player. The centre
has a broad purview, but it has no detailed knowledge of the special problems that
are known to the sectors (e.g., the technical and cost figures for the various sectors, the special conditions limiting choice within the sector, etc.). The sectors see
many details, but they have no ability to survey the great interrelations that can
only be clear to the centre. Just as in strategic games, the situation which evolves
depends on both players. Both the centre and the sectors clearly know that the
measures employed by the other player exercise a great influence on the situation.
Under such circumstances both players seek the relatively most reassuring strategy
for themselves. This strategy is the "minimax" solution of the game.
In the present model the acceptance of the minimax strategy means the following:
Let us presume that the centre is "omniscient," is in possession of even those
special detailed items of information that are usually only known accurately to the
sectors. In this case (if ideal computing facilities were available), it would be able
to elaborate the optimal program for the national economy (the optimal OCI
program). The program thus determined would have a certain objective function
value and result in optimal economic returns (the OCI optimum).
If the centre (both in this model and in real life) lacks information, it will be
unable to determine, without the collaboration of the sectors, the optimal program
for the economy and the optimal value will not be achieved. The consequence
of decisions taken independently of the sectors would be relative losses, which
the centre must strive to cut.
On the other hand, the sectors, without the directing and coordinating activity
of the centre, will necessarily furnish a faulty evaluation of the resources and
quotas allocated to them and cannot achieve the optimal program for the economy.
Let us again presume for a moment (as was done earlier in defining the dual objective function) that the sectors are made to pay a penalty for the surplus allocated
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to them as the result of over-estimation of resources and quotas. Under such circumstances, biased evaluation, i.e., a biased shadow price system, would result in
a grave loss to the sector. The sectors would then obviously strive to make this loss
as small as possible.
It may thus be seen that both sides strive to reduce a specific kind of relative loss.
The centre's aim is that as little as possible should be lost of the optimal capabilities
of the economy, the sector's aim is that the optimal evaluations should be surpassed
by as little as possible. The minimax solution is achieved when both players succeed
in eliminating this relative loss.
(3) Corresponding to Theorem 3 of this paper, a certain leveling trend of the
shadow prices appears in the concrete model. First, the demand shadow price
(Cjit) of the same product i is equalized between the various sectors, as are the
demand and supply shadow prices (Cjitand pit) of the product. Second, the shadow
price (wit) of the manpower quota allocated to the various sectors is equalized.
This trend fully complies with the familiar optimum condition of "welfareeconomics," according to which the utilization of the marginal returns of identical
resources must be equal in the various spheres.3'
The equalizing trend is, of course, only valid for shadow prices related to the
same period. (It will be worth studying the ratios of the shadow prices of consecutive periods, for they will make it possible to determine a group of "discount
rates.")
(4) As has been pointed out, the economic policy figures of the present model are
taken from the original plan, worked out by "traditional methods." Moreover, this
original plan may also be chosen as the initial program for iteration. The first
steps of the iteration should reveal whether or not the plan is realistic. If artificial
variables (fictitious unbounded imports) appear in the sector programs, the original
plan was not balanced, but the further steps of two-level planning will serve to
balance it. If, however, it is not possible in the course of subsequent steps in twolevel planning to eliminate the fictitious variables, then this is a warning that there
is a contradiction in the economic policy figures.
Two-level planning thus offers an opportunity to carry out a critical check of the
original plan, to discover and obviate any contradictions it may contain. As the
equalization of the shadow prices of the central directives is approached (e.g., as an
approximately accurate knowledge of the OCI shadow prices of the external consumption Qit is obtained), so will further information become available for the
critical evaluation of the economic policy figures adopted from the original plan
(e.g., to decide whether it would not be opportune to set out from a different
pattern of external consumption).
(5) One of the most problematic features of this concrete model is the economic
content of the objective function. The optimization of the foreign trade balance as
31See, for instance,the works of Samuelson[22] and Lerner[16].
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an optimum criterion is in the present description intended as nothing more than
an example. In the course of discussions of this problem in Hungary, other ideas
have also been advanced, e.g., the minimization of total manpower expenditure, or
the maximization of external consumption according to a given pattern. (This is
the type of objective function recommended by Kantorowich in his work [9].) In
both cases the economic policy targets relating to the trade balance must be incorporated in the constraint system.
It is not intended in this paper to take a definite stand on this problem; it
requires a many-sided theoretical and practical investigation. At any rate, in the
case of the first experimental computing projects, it will be advisable to use several
kinds of objective functions and to compare the results.
(6) Finally, there is another grave problem which can be no more than mentioned: the expression of society's time preference in the model. This is partly
circumvented by prescribing external consumption separately for each period
(naturally seeing that it should increase for each consecutive period, and that its
pattern should change in the required manner). It is not, however, a matter of
indifference as to when the surplus returns obtained as a result of the programming
will arise-whether this is to be earlier or later. It may therefore be advantageous
not simply to maximize the sum of all the returns for the whole plan period, but
rather to maximize some discounted total.
The other difficult question is linked to the finite duration of the plan-term.
The structure of the model as described above may involve the danger of having
the program prescribe only investments whose returns appear within the planterm. This aspect would only be solved by planning for an infinite duration, but
this device, because of other considerations, is not yet practicable. For this reason,
as an approximation (or we might say, by way of a compromise), the following
solution was chosen.
The requirements (Qi,) of external consumption are made to include the needs
of the so-called "carry-over investments," i.e., those that will continue after the
end of the plan-term. For lack of any other source, the estimates of these figures
are again adopted from the original plan. The authors are well aware of the
problematic features of this solution, and the question will therefore continue to be
investigated.
CONCLUSION

By way of conclusion, the following is a brief summary of the further trends of
our research:
(1) Our mathematical and computing research is directed mainly at elucidating
how convergence in the course of two-level planning can be accelerated. Numerical
experiments are being carried out to this end. It will require special study to
determine whether, in the case of the concrete model, economic information that
is available elsewhere could not be used to accelerate convergence.
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(2) Parallel with the numerical experiments, preparations for the practical
application of the concrete model have been begun. The National Planning Bureau
wishes to make use of this method too, to obtain sounder foundations for longterm macroeconomic plans. It must, of course, be stressed that these calculations
are at present no more than experimental. They are in the stage of scientific
research and can only gradually become permanently used instruments of planning.
For a more exact representation of the complicated economic interconnections,
the structure of the model applied in practice, is in some respects different from the
simple model described in Section 2 of this paper. (E.g., a sector has not one, but
several products; there are several primary factors, etc.)
(3) The general model described in Section 1 of the paper may also be concretely
applied to other practical problems. Thus, for instance, the determination of the
short-term plan of Hungarian cotton fabric exports (their composition by products
and markets) is now under preparation, using a method analogous to the two-level
planning one.32 It is also intended to use the method for the elaboration of regional
plans-in this case each sector corresponds to a geographic region. The authors
hope that once the computing problems have been solved, the method can be
widely applied.
ComputingCentre of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
National Planning Office, Scientific Department,Budapest
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